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A MESSAGE FROM THE CHAIRMAN

Hello Everyone,

Thank you all for your continued donations to Pet Project Foundation as without your donations, we couldn’t do what we do best, save all the dogs, cats, and rabbits. As an all volunteer organization we rely heavily on donations that you send in and events that you attend!

My tenure on the Pet Project Foundation’s Board of Directors has come to an end. Being on the board has been a great honor and one I will always hold near and dear to my heart. We have made great strides in making Pet Project Foundation fiscally stable, a presence at the shelter, and an organization that everyone can be proud of.

I have learned a lot in my years being on the board, some have been hard truths, but all have been about one thing, the animals. Hours of preparation for events, hours at being at events, hours of handling calls and emails, and hours of thinking and discussing how PPF can be better to achieve our many goals.

I will always be around for the animals, helping in any way I can. I will have my ongoing regular shift as a volunteer at the shelter where in a few months I will celebrate my 7th year. The dogs that I handle and the people who truly care about what we do and how we do it are always an inspiration to me. Selfless, dedicated, and generous.

Please continue to donate to PPF, as I will, to continue our quest.

Sincerely,

Sally Silva
CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD

About PPF

For almost 35 years, Pet Project Foundation (PPF) and the San Clemente-Dana Point Animal Shelter have been united in a unique partnership to rescue and provide pro-humane care to the lost and abandoned animals of our two cities. This special shelter has maintained a progressive and innovative approach to animal welfare to ensure that every animal in its care receives a warm bed, outstanding veterinary care, nutritious food, and daily socialization and exercise – all provided until a permanent, loving home can be found.

San Clemente-Dana Point Animal Shelter
221 Avenida Fabricante
San Clemente, CA 92672
P 949.492.1617

SHELTER HOURS - (CLOSED MONDAY)
Wednesday 10am - 7pm
Tuesday, Thursday, Friday, Saturday 10am - 4pm
Sunday 12pm - 3pm
Shop For PPF!

The PPF Amazon Wish List
Pet Project Foundation has an Amazon Wish List for anyone who would like to donate items that we are in need of and have them shipped directly to us! Just go to Amazon, search for Amazon Wish List, type in Pet Project Foundation and you will see all the items. Or you can access this wish list through this link: https://www.amazon.com/gp/registry/wishlist/?ie=UTF8&cid=A1NBP8E9KEAL6U

AmazonSmile
Amazon will donate 0.5% of your purchase to Pet Project Foundation!

1. Log in to www.amazon.com
2. Sign in and choose your charity.
4. Once selected, you will receive an email confirmation and you can begin shopping and checkout as you normally do!

Ralphs
Did you know you can register your Ralphs Rewards Card and indicate Pet Project Foundation as your charity of choice? Ralphs will donate a percentage of your shopping totals to PPF each time you shop! It’s easy to register and it’s FREE!

1. Log in to www.ralphs.com
2. Click on Sign In/Register
3. Most participants are new online customers, so they must click on SIGN UP TODAY in the “New Customer?” box.
4. Sign up for a Ralphs Account by selecting a preferred store with your zip code, register with your email and password, and enter your REWARDS card number and complete your information.
5. You will then get a message to check your email inbox and click on the link within the body of the email. You will now see “Your Ralphs.com Account Has Been Activated.”
6. Click on “Click here” to log in to your account.
   a. If your session has expired, you will be directed to the sign-in page
   b. Enter your email address and password to access your account
7. Scroll down until you see the Edit Community Contribution link. Click on this link.
8. Enter Pet Project Foundation for the name of organization. Select organization from list
9. And click save changes.

To verify you are enrolled correctly, you will now see your organization’s name on your account page. You have now completed your Online rewards card registration AND your Community Contributions registration!

Furever For Maggie

BY PAULA BECKER

The forever home. It’s what we strive to get for our pets who come through our shelter doors. So it’s frustrating when it doesn’t work out, when one comes back to us.

Maggie and her siblings came to us as unsocialized kittens three years ago. They were put into a loving foster home where they learned to trust, and then they were adopted out to their forever homes. So we thought.

Maggie is back at our shelter. Her forever mom had to move and couldn’t take her with her. We can be angry. But we’ve learned that we need to move on for the sake of the pet and try again. Maggie is a big girl, having been fed well. She was probably loved a lot, but she’s afraid. She would growl and cower. She didn’t want to be handled. “Where is my mom?” we are sure she wondered. “Where am I?”

Slowly, we worked with Maggie. Softly talking to her, petting her, even though the low growls continued. After a few weeks, the growling lessened. Petting her head, she would blink slowly, showing signs of relaxing. A few strokes down her side, and she lifted a paw. “Pet me here, please,” showing her chest. Maggie likes her belly rubbed. She shows it by a soft purr.

We will find Maggie a new human to love her. And we will have to explain to this new adopter that Maggie will be frightened, will growl, resist touching. “Please be patient with her,” we will plead. “And keep her forever.”

Saving Schwartz, and so many more!

This little guy was found abandoned in a box, and Animal Control Officer Dana Friedman was called to pick him up. He made a quick call to Pet Project Foundation, and kitten formula was delivered post haste so we could get the boy some nourishment. Schwartz, so named by ACO Friedman, was then transferred to a foster mom who is feeding him every couple hours. She reports he’s doing well. It’s what we do; we save lives.

If you are interested in joining our foster team, please contact us! We provide all supplies and training. You supply the love and time. It’s a purrfect combination. For more information, contact Marlene at: mills-margesson@cox.net
Tyson is loving life!
Tyson has a new home on 10 acres in the Temecula wine country! His new mom adopted her last dog from us 10 years ago, Kendrick. He passed away recently and she was lonely and wanted a new friend. Have a fabulous time romping in the hills!
Looking at the World from a Different Angle  By Cindy Fisher

In the latter half of 2017, one of the rabbit volunteers got word that several domestic rabbits were wandering around Lantern Bay Park in Dana Point Harbor. A group of volunteers were able to rescue two of the rabbits; a third rabbit from the area was found and brought in by a member of the public. This third rabbit would certainly have been a predator’s dinner in a day or two – he had a head tilt, also called torticollis or wry neck, that hindered his ability to get around very well. He was eventually put into foster care with me. We treated with antibiotics and an antiparasitic, the standard treatments for head tilt until the cause of the head tilt can be ascertained.

While dosing him with his medications one morning, I noted an oozing hole on his chest. Another visit to the vet confirmed my suspicions – cuterebra, or botfly larvae! The poor rabbit had been infested with 6 larvae; two had exited at an earlier point, the others were removed by the vet. While the rabbit was under anesthesia for the removal, the vet also did a full skull x-ray panel and discovered that he had thickened membranes in his ear – a sign of ear infection. We kept the rabbit on medications for several months; unfortunately, the treatments were started too late and his head tilt did not clear up.

With a permanent head tilt, I figured the rabbit’s chances of being adopted were small, so my family decided to take the rabbit, whom we named Boo, in as an official member of our household. Over the past months, Boo has been adjusting to his skewed existence with a different look on life. As a consequence of this vestibular disease, he runs around in circles and stares at us with his one eye turned upward. He loves petting sessions but has to be oriented in certain ways or he gets confused. Because he can’t hop in a straight line, he ends up having to wander around a bit to get to his food bowls. Miraculously he has not only survived but thrived after all of his medical issues.

Boo may be a special needs rabbit, but he’s a wonderful creature full of life and affection. He’s a little quirky-looking, but one couldn’t ask for a sweeter bunny companion!

Thank you to Pet Project Foundation for all the help you gave Boo to find his best life ever!

Cider the Dog  By Candi Guthrie

My middle school aged son and I adopted Cider, a schnauzer-terrier mix, from the San Clemente/Dana Point Animal Shelter in December 2016. Having recently lost a rescue dog we had for many, many years, we were thrilled our home felt full again. Within days, however, Cider was choking on his food and throwing up constantly. We spent months at the vet receiving mixed diagnoses, from anxiety to digestion trouble. None of the care or medications seemed to help.

When we returned to the shelter to explain the issue, they connected us with the Pet Project Foundation. They were able to diagnose Cider with Megaesophagus (ME). Because of the immobile esophagus caused by this rare disease, food and water cannot digest, causing choking, frequent pneumonia and often death. One veterinarian recommended we put Cider down. However, Dr. Agostini from the PPF’s board of directors urged us not to give up hope. PPF offered to cover the costs of Cider’s prescription food and medical expenses, with my son and I covering his daily care, for the rest of Cider’s life.

Each morning and night, we walk around the neighborhood. Then Cider spends an hour standing upright in the Bailey chair provided by PPF to digest his medication, prescription food and chicken broth jello squares. Despite his many setbacks, Cider is now thriving. We are overjoyed to be able to keep him in our home and forever grateful to PPF for making that possible.

Note from PPF: Candi and her son have given Cider a wonderful life with his condition. Reading the above, Candi makes this condition seem like it is a breeze to handle, it isn’t. PPF is grateful for Candi and all she does for Cider!
Anvil (now Neo)
“He is doing great and loving his new life and family. Loves his toys and hangs out with me every minute of the day!”

Goldie
“Goldie is loving life!! Thank you!!”

Hank (now Dirk)
Hank, formerly Dirk… “Hank, the mountain dog... loving life and his new family. We take him everywhere!”

Animal Spotlight
Chico!
Through our “Owner Relinquish” program handsome Chico came to the San Clemente-Dana Point Animal Shelter. From the very beginning Chico was very loving, though he did not have very good manners. With the dedication of PPF volunteer handlers he has learned great doggie manners.

Chico has an awesome loving disposition! He is an ace at K9 Nosework. He loves his walks, cuddling and is great walking with other dog friends. Chico is not a social butterfly and needs to be the only pet. In his perfect home he would be the only pet and have an owner who is home at least part of the day. Potty-trained and well-mannered, he would make an easy transition into a home.

Thank you to Pet Project Foundation for all the medical help, social interaction and care our dogs receive!

If you are interested in adopting Chico, please stop by the shelter to visit with him!

San Clemente - Dana Point Animal Shelter
221 Avenida Fabricante, San Clemente, CA 92672

Shelter Hours - (Closed Monday)
Wednesday 10am - 7pm | Tues, Thurs, Fri, Sat 10am - 4pm | Sunday 12pm - 3pm
Sweet Sulu

Sulu a 9 year old husky came to our shelter because his former owner no longer wanted to deal with typical husky traits. Sulu walks great on leash and loves to be with his people. He is warm and loving and would be a great companion to someone who is home most of the time. A large secure yard is a must. It is so sad to have a dog that has lived with his family for 9 years be discarded. Can you find it in your heart to give this boy a safe and loving forever home?

BREED: Siberian Husky
AGE: 9 Years Old

Vera

Vera, a spayed female Brown Tabby Domestic Shorthair. She is about 6 years old, with a bobbed tail and is so cuddly! Vera loves to play and be around people. She gets along with dogs and is very sweet with them. Vera would prefer a quiet home and a little spot where she can be alone once in a while. This love bug would be a wonderful companion! Visit the shelter and come see Vera... you'll fall in love with her!

BREED: Brown Tabby Domestic Shorthair
AGE: 6 Years Old

Chewbie the Cutie

Chewbie is a cute-as-a-button little Dutch dwarf mix brown-and-white spayed female rabbit. She was about 3 years old when she came to the shelter in August 2015. Chewbie likes to think she’s a tough girl, but she’s enjoys cuddles and pets once you pick her up. She’s very opinionated and lets people know when she disapproves of things, so she probably wouldn’t be a good choice for a home with younger children. Chewbie is great with her litter box and would make a fun companion for a rabbit-savvy family! Chewbie is currently in foster care; if you’re interested in meeting her, please contact us at info@petprojectfoundation.org or call 949-595-8899.

BREED: Dutch Dwarf Mix
AGE: 3 Years Old

All these adorable animals are looking for loving homes. If you think one of them would be a great addition to your family, please visit the shelter to meet them. They’ll be waiting for you!
Kennel Sponsorship Program

Sponsorships are available for 6 months at $200.00 or 1 year at $365.00. For as little as $1.00 a day the animals at the San Clemente-Dana Point Animal Shelter will benefit from your generosity.

You will be recognized with an 8 x 10 sign with your name/logo on the kennel. Your sign can include your business logo, or a photo of a pet or loved one. Additionally, you will be listed on our website as a sponsor as well as mentioned in PPF’s Wagging Tails newsletter and receive special invitations to our events. Your sponsorship sign will be also be viewed by over 40,000 shelter and website visitors annually. Your kennel sponsorship benefits everyone. What a great way to honor a special pet or loved one. It is also a great and economical way to advertise your business while making a difference in your community and animals lives at the San Clemente-Dana Point Animal Shelter.

A special thank you to all our Kennel Sponsorships!

Chris and Keith McCann
Sitting for a Cause - Dina Barrie
Rose Bedouin and Mary Henry
Randle Morre and Bella
Sharon and Don Vanderlan

Kathleen and Greg Percy
Linda and Jerry Hall
Troop 4441 - St. Edward the Confessor Parish School
Nancy Bailey
Jerry, Diane, and Sy Tucker

For more information, please send an email to: president@petprojectfoundation.org to receive a form. Fill out the form and send it in. It’s that easy! And your sponsorship is tax deductible.
PLEASE JOIN US TO EAT, DRINK AND BE SCARY

SAVE THE DATE

FOR PET PROJECT FOUNDATION'S

HALLOWEEN

Spooktacular

5:30 PM - 10:00 PM

OCTOBER 28, 2018 AT BELLA COLLINA

LIVE & SILENT AUCTIONS • COSTUME CONTEST • DJ & DANCING
HEADS/TAILS GAME • WINE GRAB • PHOTO BOOTH

PLEASE CHECK OUR WEBSITE FOR UPDATES AT: PETPROJECTFOUNDATION.ORG

COME IF YOU DARE!
While the weather started out a little drizzly and windy, the day turned out spectacular!! The Whales and Tails Wag-A-Thon (combined with the Festival of Whales Parade) was fun and exciting!! We featured alumni dogs, our volunteer of the year for San Clemente, Kay Lehmacher, and lots of supporters walking with us along the parade route.

Such an honor for Pet Project Foundation to have Brian Bent ride along in his awesome hot rod with us in the parade. Brian is a well known artist, car enthusiast, and surfer. THANK YOU!

Our Festival of Whales Street Fair was awesome! We had over 75 vendors, face painters, our yearly Pet Costume Contest, a photo booth, great music, and more!!! The kid’s rides are always a hit! Thank you to Alexa and Avery Roemer for entertaining the crowd with songs from their CD “Songs About Dogs”.

Thank you to all our sponsors, to all the volunteers who made this event possible, and most of all to all of you who came down to see us along with your dogs. See you next year!!

THANK YOU TO THE COMPANIES BELOW FOR THEIR SUPPORT!

SPECIAL THANKS TO
Would you like to help?

Pet Project Foundation is looking for Front Office Volunteers to volunteer at the San Clemente-Dana Point Animal Shelter. If you enjoy interacting with people in a fast-paced environment and love to provide excellent customer service, we would love to hear from you!

INFORMATION:
For a detailed description of the volunteer role and requirements, please see our website:
www.petprojectfoundation.org/WaysToHelp/FrontDesk

QUESTIONS:
If you have any questions, please email us at: volunteercoordinator@petprojectfoundation.org
OUR “COWGIRL AND COWBOY WESTERN GALA” WAS A ROOTIN’ TOOTIN’ SUCCESS!

Guests dressed up in western attire, had a spectacular sit down dinner, a lot of laughs, and our silent and live auctions were a hit.

Many, many thanks to everyone who made this event the success it was!

To find out more about sponsoring an upcoming event, please contact:
Sally Silva at info@petprojectfoundation.org

COWBOY HAT SPECIAL SPONSORS
Norman Denton
City of Dana Point

SKIP TO THE LOO SPONSORS
Estrella Veterinary Hospital
Phyllis Braun & Al Garcia

RODEO SPONSORS
Ortega Animal Care Center
San Clemente Veterinary Hospital
Elaine & Michael Mata
Paws Pet Resorts
Shirley Eramo
Christine & Keith McCann
Taco Bell

SPECIAL THANKS TO
Key Lahmacher and Shari Crane
Karen & Dan Kulick
GIFTS OF LOVE

Pet Project Foundation's mission is made possible by our very special members, donors, and sponsors. Thank you all for helping us make a real difference!

Aase, Vicky
Ackerman, Sandra
   In memory of Schatz Lehmacher (pet)
   In Memory of Charlene Behney, RIP
   In memory of Vinnie, RIP
Afshar, Afshan
Albert, Brad
Albertson, Barbara
Allaire-Bosson, Rosemarie & George
Allen, James & Catherine
Allgaier, Felicia
   In honor of “Prince”, one year old cat
Alfred, Keith & Terry
Amato, Catherine
In memory of Len Amato
Ambe, Milind
Anderson, Donna
Ankenbrandt, Jerry & Bobbie
Armor, Laurel
   In honor of Willow (aka Onyx)
Arroyo, Rosalia
Arthur, Constance
   In honor of Misty (1 year)
Ashworth, Evie
In memory of my beloved Aunt Lou.
Austin, Denise & Scott
   To My sweet furry angels-Miss you always,
   love you forever...
Bailey, Nancy
Balzer, Frederick
Barbour, Robert & Emma
Barbour, Robert & Margaret
Barnes, Cheryl
Barnes, Diane
   In honor of Richard (pet)
   In memory of Milo (pet)
Barney, Cindy
   In honor of Elizabeth Keller
Barr, Ronald
Barr, Ulla
In memory of Ricky, pet
Barrie, Dina
Bates, Margery & William
Becker, Bob & Paula
Begun, Nancie
   In memory of Cocoa Ackerman, So sorry for your loss.
Bennett, Rita
Benno, Donald
   In memory of Mary More Benno
Berg, Ragan
Berke, Christian & Kelly
Beutler, Valerie
Bewak, Betty
Bheema, Rajasekhar & Sujatha
Blackwell, Gabrielle
Blackwell, Michael & Elena
Blume, Mary
Bodas, Ellen
Bodner, Kristine
Bojorques, Michael
   To Randy and Mona Liebig From Mike,
   Becky and Tyson-Merry Christmas
Borad, Michelle
Borger, Mary
Brady, Candice & Terence
Brancazio, Debra
   To Bailey Fasnacht-Hill-Love of John & Lisa,
   brother of Baxter
Brancazio, Jalene
Brannen, Benjamin & Jenifer
Brody, Johanna
Brown, Karen
Brown, Mallyn
   In Memory To Cynthia Cooper-Much loved and in our hearts forever.
Buckley, Jill
Buczek, Denise
Burdzinski, Susan
Burger, Thomas
Burns, Cynthia & Michael
Burns, Judith
Burns, Terry & Joe
   In memory of Cocoa & Tilly
Buster, Dennis & Cheryl
   In memory of Lilly
Butorac, Connie & Jack
   In memory of Bear Butlerac (pet)
Caldwell, Edey
Callaghan, Patti
   To George Pagano
Calvert, Evelyn
   In the name of Georgia Summers
Cappana, John & Momoyo
Carey, Jo
   In Honor of Molly, Spencer, Bogart, Beckett
Carney, Kevin & Teri
In Honor To KEVIN P CARNEY
In honor of Hurley are beloved Saint
Carrera, Ted & Barbara
Carson, James
   In honor of Diamond (PPF Alumni)
Casagrandes, John
   Happy Birthday Karen!
Cassler, William
Castle, Paige
   In memory of Simone Costes 80th Birthday!
Castellanos, Shannon
Castellini, Patricia
Caster, Athena & William
Catron, David & Wendie
Ceaser, Fran
Cenegy, Patricia
Chahine, Jennifer Rust
Chambers, Nancy
Chandra, Mayuri
Chappell, Veda
Chase, Barbara
Chern, Mary Anne
Chimimotta, Charlotte & Ed
Chu, Hazel
   In loving memory of Benji Boy & Dear Dear Cookie
Clancey, Barbara
   In memory of Roxy (pet)
Clifton, James
Cole, Ann
Cole, Barbara
   In Memory of Maggie
Collier, Jan
   In honor of John & Chris
Collins, Janet
Collins, Lauranne
Colomes, Emily
Comte, Barbara
   In memory of Augie Comte and Dottie
Hopper
Cooper, Heidi
Corrente, Ed
Corritori, Suzana
Corts, Gonzalo
Costamagna, Julie
Cox, Arielle & Leroy
   In honor of Kona
Crane, Shari & John
Creasy, Annette
Crist, Isabel
Crowley, Nancy
Culhane, Cynthia
Cushenberry, Lori
   To Piper-She was the best dog. Ever.
Dahe, Rafik
Daly, Bune & William
Davey, Donald
Davies, Muriel
Davis, Carla & James
Davis, Carol & Michael
Davis, Tom & Lori
Dempsey, David & Linda
Dertinger, Rick & Joetta
   To Ruth Dertinger (Mango)-In memory of Mom Love, Rick & Joetta
Devine, Jim & Julie
In memory of Charlene Behney
Devine, Kelly
   To Julie Devine-Merry Christmas to all animals!
Di Franco, Victoria
   In memory of Ladybird Di Franco
Dickson, Nancy
   In memory of Callie, pet
Dillinguer, Susan
   To Allison From Sue and BJ-Happy Birthday Allison!
Dixon, Sherol
Doss, Carolyn & Gerald
Dr Pinnick, Cassandra
   “ENJA” RIP, June 20, 2017
Drust, Robert
Dumford, Marilyn
Dunning, Helen
Dupree, Janet
Durand, Lisa
Dye, Ron
   In memory of Belle
Eagleson, Cheryl & William
Eakin, Phillip & Carol
Egler, Marilyn & Dan
Elder, Patricia
   In memory of Sam & Mitzi Elder, pets
Engelmann, Jennifer
Englund, John
Eramo, Shirley
Everly, Judith
Ewing, Diane
Eyster, Cynthia & Richard
   In memory of Allie Przyborowski (cat)
   In memory of Koda Gath
   In memory of Baylee Simone (dog)
In memory of Sadie Ybarra (dog)
In memory of Calli (dog)
In memory of Maddie Blaska (dog)
In memory of Duke (dog)
Factor, Rebecca
“Thanks for being there. Hope for good homes for these guys”
Federico, Alexis
Felts, Daniel, Amy, Marley & Kinsey
Fernandez, Charles & Suzie
Fields, Robin
In memory of Dale Tittlemier, person
Finn, Mary
To Mimi a faithful & loving (dog)
In loving memory of Mimi
Fisher, Cindy & William
Fleming, Beverly
Foley, Bonnie
In memory of Donna Foley (person)
Forster, Alexander & Michele
In honor of Nadine Forster, person
In memory of Prince Nicholas Pawpuff (pet)
Frauenthal, Mary
Friends of Acue Canyon Park
Fujiwara, Eric
To Audrey Seals-We’ll miss you Audrey
Furman, Herbert & Joyce
Gafner, Jay
Gallagher, Sean
Gallagher, Valerie
Gardner, Stan & June Shoji
In memory of Maria Berry and the shy cat room
Garite, Cathleen
Gatacre, James & Patricia
Gayden, Eric
Gibson, Jacqueline
In honor of Becky Factor (person)
In memory of “all beloved Pets who have passed away”
Gibson, Karen & Tom
In honor of Mopsey, Fifi, Mason, Bella (pets)
In memory of Ginger, Sparky, Boo Boo, Sylvester, Rufus, Pipin, Zuzu, Charlie, Chubby (pets)
Gill, Amy
Gilson, Elizabeth
In honor of Lois Kammueller & The many cats she has loved
Girl Scout Troop #3361
Glasgow, Dan & Val
In memory of Joey & Pacey (pets)
Goad, Ann & Robert
Gobble, Millie
Goffman, Kimberly
To Barbara Goffman From Kim Goffman-Happy birthday!
Gonzalez, Marco & Sandra
In memory of Dale Tittlemierer
Gonzalez, Sharon
Goody’s Tavern
Grace, Beverly
Green, Barbara
In memory of Rerun
Green, Laura
Green, S.L. & R.M.
Gregory, Alice & Paul
Grijalva, Faust
Grosboll, Richard
In memory of Jay Barnes
Grosboll, William
In memory of Jay Bergen Barnes
Guaraschio, Austa Marie
Guishan, Pan
Gusky, Cindy
In memory of my Big Guy, Toey
Gwinn, Jeffrey & Sandra
In memory of Phillip Gwinn
Haber, Monique
Hahn, Susan & Joseph
Hale Pet Door National LLC
Hale, Lisa
For Ellie the Wienerdog
Hales, Kim
Hanson, Ronald & Patricia
Hardwegg, Jeanne
In Memory To Tia & Shayla-missed but never forgotten
Harms, Robon
To Chloe, Izzy, Kylie, Makenzie, Elliott, Julia, Sofia, Cora, Joe -Tallulah’s birthday celebration!!!!
Harris, Nancy & Dan
Hartley, Betsy & John
Hartman, Pat
Haverlock, Sandy & Todd
Hedger, Adrienne
Heersema, Hildegard
In honor of Cookie (pet)
In memory of LaVerne Heersema, person
Hench, Lee
Hendel, Tori
In memory of the sweet goofball, Gomez
Hetzler, Barbara & James
Hickman, Roberta
In the name of Mattie
Hill, Cheryl
Hodges, Randall
Hoesli, Carly & Emma
Hohla, Marie
Hoehwart, Traci & F.K.
In Memory To Dante Zanusso-a good boy
To Ellie Bellie Sutphen, in loving memory
To Morgan, in loving memory of a sweet little dog
To Bijou in loving memory
In memory of Ruby Lett
Holden, Joni & Jack
In memory of William King Jr
Hollinger, Carol
Holt, Mary
Hooper, Edward & Renee
In memory of Jenny (person)
Hooper, James
Hops, Pauline
Horvath, Greg & Laura
Howland, Roger
Huddle, Christa & Tony
Hueg, Herb & Mildred
Hurley, Patricia Anne
Hutchinson, Deborah
In Memory To Jackson’ Hutchinson-The BEST Chocolate Lab in the world!
Illis, Tatiana
Insley, Gene & Victoria
In honor of Ellie (pet)
Irvani, Arminda & Suzanne
Jacquez, Tony
In honor of Mary (pet)
In memory of Bob (pet)
Jansen, Sandra
Jensen, Janet
In memory of Maverick my dog
Johnson, Casey & Joe Moreno
Johnson, Judy
To Carol Mullin-Thank you for helping pets and people!
Johnson, Mike & Erin
“Ode to Romeo!", in honor of Romeo, Sweetpea, & Buttercup
Johnson, Vicki
Jonchich, Melissa
Jones, Jay & Cheryl
To Cynthia Cooper-In memory of our dear friend Cynthia
Jones, William & Janet
Jung, Lynn
Kabler, Jeanine & John
Donation made in honor of ACO Jill Moran and Trish Morey. They helped with a crowd!
Kaluf, Kent
Kang, Agnes
To Ruby Mueller-In loving memory of Ruby Mueller, RIP
Kassir, Kelly
To Dennis and Cheryl Buster From Kelly Kassir
Keller, Bob & Donna
Kendall, Charles & Mrs. Charles
Kennedy, Gayle
Kennedy, Gwen
Kennedy, Marian & Robert
Kennett, Larry
Kester, William
Kincaid, Mona
Kinder, Jill
To Gunther and Teddy
King, Kenneth
Kingsley, Donald
To Bogie-My special guy
Kirkwood, Scott & Rebecca
Kisling, Susan
Klein, Erin & Paul
In memory of Michelle “Missy” DeFrank, person, “she was a friend to all the animals”
Klickstein, Suzanne
Knauth, Karen
In memory of Robert Knauth
Koch-Jones, Judith
Kohler, Henry & Judith
Kohlhase, Jill
Kraft, Jasmin
To Jo-In memory of Jo, forever in my heart
Kranz, Joan
Krill, Steven
Krisher, Kerry
To Peanut-Peanut was so loved
In memory of Nala
Krisman, Jarod & Erica
Kristjanson, Fay & Dave
Kulachok, Joanne
Kurtz, Kay
L’Angelle, David & Ronnie
Lamont, Patricia
In honor of Rafferty, Hooligan and Pinkerton
Langdale, Susan
To In honor of our fur family: Boottie, Sammy, Bailey, Brewski, & Mew Mews
Lashmett, Clark & Carla
Laster, Donald & Linda
Lausesen, Wendy
To Molly Murphy-May you rest in peace sweet Molly!
Lawn Fawn
Leddy-Loper, Kay Ann
Lederman, Harry & Meredith
Lee, Patricia
In honor of Drake & Annabella Laszewski
Lee, Pauline & Richard
Lehmacher, Kay & Gunter
In memory of Schatzki Lehmann
Leif, Betsy
Lettnner, Cindi
In memory of Cynthia Cooper
Levato, Beverly
Lewis, Jane
Liberski, Vivian & Edmund
In memory of Angus Tracy
Librande, Mary Frances
Lindblad, Rebecca
Lindholm, Cynthia
To Sonny-A wonderful dog who captured our hearts
To Colby Lindholm-Celebrating your college graduation
Lindl, Rona
LINES, Janan & Charles
Lockhart, William
Longo, Donna
For Sasha (cat)
Loper, Ali
Lowe, Kathleen
Lujan, Jennifer
In honor of Mozart (pet)
Lundgren, Katrina
Lyons, Leslie
In honor To Mona Montgomery - Animal Lover and advocate, 50th Birthday
MacAllister, Sally & Doug
In Memory - To Cynthia Cooper
Madden, Suzanne
Magee, Joseph & Rose
For Anabelle & Pearl
Mandel, Andrea & Richard
In memory of Cynthia Cooper
Manfredo, Joel & Suzanne
Manning, Joseph
Markee, Brenda & Kevin
In the name of Rusty in memory of Maggie
Martel, Lee & Marlene
In honor of Juice Box & Butter Cake
Martin, Anne Marie
Martin, Francis & Vesna
Masotto, Carrie
Masters, Joan Patricia
Matt, Carmen
Mattingly, J. D. Col.
Mauriello, L.L. & Chris
McCann, Christine & Keith
McCarthy, Barbara & Robert
McClanahan, Sue & Kellie
McCorskey, Dorothy
McCullough, Marci
McDonald, Shirley
In memory of Cynthia Cooper "This donation is to honor the memory of Cynthia Cooper, one of the original founders of the shelter. We know it is an organization dear to her heart - as she is dear to ours.
Nancy McDonald and Shirley McDonald
McFadzen, Marjan
In honor of Billie McFadzen
McGeary, Susan
McKee, Scott
To Amy Graham Smith-Beloved wife of Steven Smith
In Honor of Jill Joyer, who loved all animals so much, especially her Sadie Bear
McKernan, John
McLeavy, Linda & Michael
McMahon, Michael & Catherine
McMurchie, Vickie
McMuray, Jean
In memory of Lucy (pet)
McPhail, Rita
McTeer, Gynette
Mecker, Donald
Melhorn, Bette
Melnic, George & Patricia
Mike’s Pet Care - Mike Russell
In memory of Fenway Watt (pet)
Miller, Byron
Mitchell, James
Moery, Trish
Moffroid, Jen
To Leo (named Victor there)-He is almost two now, thank you!
Molina, Janet
In honor of Cody & Norman (pets)
Monaco, Paul
Montejo Lopez Norma & Jose Roman Brito
Moore, Edward
Moore, Randle
In honor of Rocky
Moran, Jeanne & Richard
In memory of Barney & Silver
Morello, Deborah
In honor of Curtis Johnson (person)
Moreno, Joe
Morgan, Michelle & Gary
Moss, Lynda
Muir, Jay Dee
Munoz, Mickey & Peggy
In memory of Hoa, Gidget, Money, Kitty (pets)
Murphy, Marissa
Murphy, Millie & Hugh
Myers, Diane
Myers, Jeff
Nakervis, Fred & Julie
In memory of Ulla (pet)
Nap, David
Support Harbor Kitty Fund
Naranjo, Elena
Nardulli, Art
Nealy, Sara
Nelsen, Marilyn
In memory of a dear dog, Skyley Marom
In memory of a dear cat, Charlie Allen
In memory of a dear dog, Baron White
In memory of a dear dog, Barney Sabus
In memory of a dear dog, MJ
Nelsen, Marilyn
In memory of a dear dog named Buster Guskoski
In memory of dear dog, Henry Mix
In memory of a dear dog, Benji Lundin
In memory of Mia Bloom, a dear dog
Neufeld, Howard
In memory of Kitts & Kobe
Newfield, Jean
In honor of Carol Mullin Happy Birthday
Niedziela, Kenneth & Deanne
Nolan, Robert & Betty
Norman, Elizabeth & David
Nusslock, Jeanne & Wally
In Memory of Baron, He will be missed
O’Connor, Stacey
To Ann O’Connor From Stacey and Bryan
H oppy Christmas!
O’Donnell, Karyn
To Jane Coloccia-Teixeira From Rick & Karyn xo-Happy Birthday! Woot!Woot! xo
O’Neill, Michele
In memory of Phillip E & Mary K, people
Ogar, Jeff
In Memory To Sherman
Olson, Krista
Olson, Shirley
Otta, Michele & Gary
In Memory To Pretty Kitty aka Seaweed-Beautiful Love
Pacheco, Janet
Page, Barbara & Bill
In memory of Cocoa Ackerman - My heart goes out to you for your loss
Page, Sharon
Panning, Marilyn
Parker, Diana
Patrick, Donna
Peck, Ann
Petrillo, Amy
Pelham, Melissa
In honor of Trixie & Blue, pets
Pendergrass, Yvonne
To Dusty Pendergrass-In memory of our Beloved Dusty
Pene, Pat
Pepper, Karen
Percy, Kathleen & Greg
Perod, Estelle
Perry, Dennis & Tracy
Petty, Beverly
Pfahl, Karen
In memory of Desi & Lucky
Phillips, Lynn & Michael
To Bodie-You’ll always be in our hearts
Pinola, Carolyn & Tony
Pisarski, Timothy
In honor of Jaxson
Podrug, Dave & Franca
To Wrangler-Our 1st 4 legged one from SC/OP shelter
Polak, Maurice & Traci
In memory of Carla Polak
Poli, Betty
In memory of Wrangler
Porra, Tammy
Powers, Jenna
Pratt, Penny
Price, Roger & Judy
Quinn, Emily
To Dad from Emily, Happy Father’s Day!
Quon, Jane
Ramsey, Lynne & Christopher
Rangel, Jose
Rappaport, Linda
Read, Amanda
Reagan, Linda
Redcay, G. A.
Reed, Jessica
Reed, Roberta & Nathan
Reising, Judith
Rickwalt, Diane & Chuck Hall
Roatcap, Donna & Darrell Petroff
Roberts, Kelley
Robson, Barbara
Rodriguez, Maria
Romo, Kaye
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Rose, William & Margaret  
*In memory of Dexter (pet)*

Rothschild, Mary  
*To Dawn Rozran From The Rothschild Family-To someone who cares.*

Rought, Wendy  
*In Memory of Coco Ackerman*

Rounce, Helen  
*Saddleback College Foundation*

Sadeghi, Ashkan  
*Sokhin, Char*

Salkin, Char  
*In honor of Zazu, pet in memory of Bailey (pet)*

Saltzman, Ronald & Susan  
*San Clemente Junior Womens Club*

San Clemente Vet Hospital / John Agostini, DVM  
*Sandnes, Kimberly*

Sands, Delynn  
*Sardo, Ann*

Sardo, Ann  
*To Cecile’s cat Spot, new to the shelter*

Sasson, Frances  
*In memory of Cyntella, he will be missed by all In memory of Buddy Rudd, a loyal friend In memory of Christina (pet)*

Schneller, Diane  
*In memory of Ginger (pet) In memory of Callie (pet)*

Saxon, Judy  
*Schachner, Janet & Noel*

Scheipe, Philip  
*Schieler, Diane*

Schmidt, Cathy  
*Schneider, Dr. Paul & Cynthia*

Schnoor, Jeff & Ann  
*Scheron, Nancy*

Schorle, Renee  
*Scheibiman, Laura*

Schreiner, Alice  
*To Mooch*

Schreiner, Tiffany  
*Schrickel, Karin*

Schuler, James & Pamela  
*Schultz, Bonnie*

Seifert, Sharon  
*Seiter, Sydnie*

Seltzer, Clyde  
*Shannon, Kelly*

Shannon, Kelly  
*In honor of Poppy Shannon and Arnie! and Max (pets)*

Share the Dough - Panera Talega  
*Sharp, Howard & Sally In memory of Audrey Seals*

Shields, Sloan  
*Shirinsky, Shyanne*

Shreve, Heather  
*Silva, Sally & Chuck In memory of Rex, we love you and miss you! In memory of Peaches, you will always be loved!* 

Sinfield, Skipp & Lucille  
*Skibicki, Kathy In memory of Oleta Staley, my mom*

Slavin, Mendel  
*Slessinger, Michael*

Sloan, Jeffrey  
*Smith, Barbara Smith, Georgette Smith, Madeline Smith, Nancy*

Snider, C. L. & Jeanne  
*In memory of Sheba (pet)*

Snyder, Tricia  
*To Sputnik Zam-We miss you Sputz!*

Sobol, Nancy  
*In Honor of our rescues, Motey, Kali, Pheebee, Sydnee*

Sommerville, Tim & Diane  
*Sorensen, Elaine & Roger In memory of Friday*

Sorkin, Martin  
*Sperber, Elise Spoo, Pamela*

In loving memory of Cynthia Cooper  
*Staggs, Marion In memory of Zabu, pet, In honor of Willy (pet)*

Surak, Holden  
*Money collected for the dogs in honor of Holden’s birthday. Stangarone, Tracey To Mary and her boys! Thank you PPF and Paula and Bob Becker!*

Stanick, Kimberly  
*Statzula, Caroline Steinriede, Susan Sternberg, Debra Story, Linda & Zach Strayer, Paige In memory of Karma (pet)*

Summers, Georgia  
*In honor of Evelyn Calvert Stouropoulos, Carol In memory of Cynthia Cooper Sweeet Repeeet Tanaka, Shigeko Tarbell Realtors*

In honor and in memory of “Bill” William King  
*Telson, Lise The Alexander S Alacche Foundation The Bioetikos Corporation*

In memory of Charles A Matson  
*The Crevier Family Foundation The Dorn & Golles Families The Florence S. Mahoney FDTN The Garage Brew House Inc Thiel, Kris To Gary Theiler Thomas, Katarina*

Thomas, Linda  
*Thompson, Nancy & Robert In memory of Roxy, beloved dog Thomsen, Susan & Paul Thompson, Mary Tillotson, Thomas In honor of Frances Regan Tindall, Diane Todoroff, Andrew Tommaso, Mike Toth, Betty Townsend, Deborah In memory of Cynthia Cooper Townsend, Luella Tucker, Diane Tykarski, Norbert Tyson, Susan & Terry Ulrich, Dennis & Soraya Underwood, Richard & Norma Uyeda, Midori Vanderlan, Sharon & Don Velazquez, Linda*

To Wiley Calkins From Diego Velazquez-Happy Birthday Wiley!!  
*Ventresca, Joseph In memory of Cocoa Veta, James & Norma Jean Vick, Carol Villa San Clemente LLC Visconese, Christine & Paul In memory of Maggie, Molly & Oliver (pets)*

Vote, Judith  
*In memory of Margaret Kruse Wade, Michael & Cindy Wagner, Diane & Rory Wagner, Sylvia & E. Robert Wall, Marnie & Brett Walsh, Linda Walsworth, James Warden, Kenneth Warshawsky, Carol & Ivan Watamak, Glenn To Jasmine Krotz From Glenn Watamak-Merry Christmas Weit, Howard & Gweneth Welke, Holly West, Juliana In honor of Ivan, pet in memory of Sasha, Boomer & Sydney (pets) Whipple, Nancy To Larry, Mo and Curly-My rescue kittens White, Charles & Wanda In honor of Parker White (pet)*

White, Stanley Whitney, Debrah & Daniel Wickham, Kathryn Wiechman, Michael Will, Kay To The Sam Kline Family From The Morgan Will Family-In honor of the dogs you have cared for Willey, Erin Williams, Melissa Wilson, Antionette In memory of Bella, my beloved Pug Wilson, Steve Winkle, David & Linda Rudy died in January at the age of 14. She was an awesome Pom! Wong, Jeananne In memory of Orson Wong Wong, Nichole To Koda Marie Wong-Pulice-She’s my best friend! Wood, Darrelyn Woods, David & Sara Wright, Helene In memory of Margaret Kruse Yench, Gary Yhip, Kathleen Yoder, Randee Yoshino, Miyo Young, Allyn In memory of Cynthia Cooper Young, Linda & Iov Young, Marian Yu, Crystal Zarif, Reza Zielinski, Rob Zinnen, LiloUllrich, Dennis & Soraya ARM ‘A Rescue Mission’ Sponsors: Vanderlan, Sharon and Don
OUR MISSION

Lost and abandoned animals have a second chance at a good life thanks to the Pet Project Foundation (PPF) and the San Clemente-Dana Point Animal Shelter.

The mission of the Pet Project Foundation is ‘to enhance the quality of life for all companion animals in a pro-humane manner through compassion responsibility, education, and service.’

This mission is successful with ongoing support of the shelter from our community and veterinarian professionals. This special shelter provides food, housing, exercise, training, medical care and love for homeless animals until they are re-united with their owners or with their new forever homes.

We could not do it without your help!

Please send information on making a charitable donation, such as a Planned Giving Bequest or other ultimate donation to express my support for the animals in the care of PPF.

ANNUAL DUES

- $25 Senior (65+)
- $35 Individual
- $50 Family
- $100 Business

GIFTS OF LOVE

- Enclosed is a Gift of Love donation in the amount of $ ___________ for Person or Pet

Please mail this form back to: Pet Project Foundation, P.O. Box 5678, San Clemente, CA 92674-5678